The Partially Sighted Society

2019 Jigsaw Catalogue

(includes end-of-line reductions)
Large piece jigsaws

We stock jigsaw puzzles in two sizes, XL (200 pieces and 500 pieces) and XXL (100 pieces) If you would like more information about our jigsaw puzzles, please request a jigsaw puzzle catalogue by calling us on 01302 965195 or go online to our website at www.partsight.org.uk

Please note that if you are unsure about the size of the puzzle pieces, ask us to send you some samples as we cannot accept returns on jigsaw puzzles that have been opened.
Welcome to The Partially Sighted Society. We are a small team of very friendly people who are at the end of a phone should you have any questions about any items in this catalogue. In fact, if you any questions about living with sight loss please give us a call. We are here to help. Thank you.
Anita Plant, CEO.

Telephone: 01302 965195
Email: reception@partsight.org.uk
Fax: 01302 556587
Post: The Partially Sighted Society
1 Bennetthorpe Doncaster DN2 6AA
Website: partsight.org.uk

VAT
The VAT Exempt prices apply to those who are registered as blind or partially sighted or to those buying on their behalf.

POSTAGE - ARTICLES FOR THE BLIND
The Royal Mail Articles for the Blind free postage service can only be applied when the recipient is registered as blind or partially sighted or for those buying on their behalf. For those not registered postage costs will apply.

Payments can be made by credit/debit cards.
Cheques should be made payable to: The Partially Sighted Society.

Our aim is to despatch within three to five working days. However, seasonal trends and holiday periods can affect this.
Farmyard Friends  by Howard Robinson  

NEW!

CODE: A49 - 93  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm  
approx 19in x 13in
Olive House Farm by Trevor Mitchell

NEW!

CODE: A49 - 94  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )
Life is Sweet by Linda Jane Smith

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm
approx 19in x 13in

CODE: A49 - 73  £7.80 incl VAT (size XXL - 100 pieces)
The Secret Garden by Greg Giordiano

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm
approx 19in x 13in

CODE: A49 - 80  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )
Gold Hill by Steve Crisp

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm
approx 19in x 13in

CODE: A49 - 90  £7.80 incl VAT (size XXL - 100 pieces)
Daddy’s Little Helper by Derek Roberts

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm
approx 19in x 13in

CODE: A49 - 91  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )
Family Christmas Shop by Kevin Walsh

CODE: A49 - 92  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )
Boat Float by John Gillo

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
49cm x 34cm
approx 19in x 13in

CODE: A49 - 79  £7.80 incl VAT ( size XXL - 100 pieces )
Snoozing in the Shed by Steve Read

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 56  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Morning Delivery by Trevor Mitchell

CODE: A49 - 57  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in
Christmas Treats by Steve Crisp

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 59  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Brands that built Britain by Robert Opie

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 58  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
Grandad’s Workshop by Michael Herring

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 54 £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
NEW!

Teddy Bears & Tricycles by Steve Read

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 55  £10.50 incl VAT  ( size XL - 500 pieces )
And the Winner is... by Susan Brabeau

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 29  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
Herbert’s Hardware by Steve Crisp

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 27  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
Keep on Dancing by Marcello Corti

CODE: A49 - 26  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in
Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

Paw Drops and Sugar Mice by Steve Read

CODE: A49 - 58  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Ye Olde Mill Tavern by Derek Roberts

CODE: A49 - 48  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in
Mevagissey Harbour by Roger Turner

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 52  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Nearly New by Tony Ryan

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 47  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Woofits Sweet Shop by Linda Jane Smith

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 51   £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
A Fine View by Victor McLindon

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

CODE: A49 - 72  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
The Village Christmas Tree by Steve Crisp

CODE: A49 - 49  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in
Spoilt for Choice by Steve Crisp

CODE: A49 - 85  £10.50 incl VAT  ( size XL - 500 pieces )
Swings and Roundabouts by Sarah Adams

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 45 £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
The Flicks by Tony Ryan

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 86  £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Homeward Bound by Kevin Walsh

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 28  £10.50 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in
Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

Picnic on the Green by Mat Edwards

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 87 £10.50 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
The Dog Show by Sally Caldwell Fisher

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 8  £6.00 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)
Botanical Boffins by Gale Pitt

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

Limited Stock

CODE: A49 - 34  £6.00 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
Springtime Market by Gale Pitt

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

SALE!

CODE: A49 - 17  £6.00 incl VAT (size XL - 500 pieces)

LIMITED STOCK
Woodland Creatures by Linda John Francis

Size of completed Jigsaw Puzzle:
68cm x 49cm
approx 27in x 19in

LIMITED STOCK

CODE: A49 - 36 £6.00 incl VAT ( size XL - 500 pieces )
StarMag LED neck magnifier

- Dual purpose handsfree neck magnifier with cord and stand
- Ideal for crafting, sewing, knitting, reading, jigsaw puzzles and writing
- 2x lens with 2 bright LEDs
- 3 AAA batteries (not supplied)

CODE: STAR001 £10.50 excl VAT £12.60 incl VAT
MAGnificent floor and table LED lamp

- Ideal for crafts, reading and hobbies
- 27 energy efficient LED’s
- Easily adjustable flexible arm
- Solid secure base
- 1.75 semi rimless magnifying lens
- Available in white only
- Removeable pole and can be used as a desk lamp (as shown in the picture on the right)

CODE: LEDO5OMAG £52.00 excl VAT £62.40 incl VAT
Floorstanding aluminium lamp

- Goose-neck adjustable arm
- Round base with height adjustable pole
- 20 watt CF Lamp
- Satin aluminium finish

CODE: LFL09  £86.40
Table Desk Lamp with Magnifier

- Desk table lamp with optional 1.75x magnifier
- Stable base for desk top 18 watt PL tube
- White only

CODE: LFL04  £72.00
Compact Foldi LED lamp

- 3 way power modes
- Portable compact design
- Switches on as you open it
- 30 low energy LED’s
- Switches off on closing
- Black only - (Not shown)
- Charges via USB into a computer or a separate plug can be purchased for mains charging
- Can also be used with 4 AA batteries (not included)

CODE: FLED01 £46.80
Portable LED Z-light

- Two brightness settings
- USB lead for charging on your computer or a separate plug can be purchased for mains charging
- LED charging indicator. Note: light can be used whilst charging
- Rechargeable lithium battery
- To fully charge the battery takes between 7 and 8 hours

CODE: LLEDZ01 £36.00
Naturalight Smart Lamp D20

- Bright Daylight LEDs
- 3 colour temperatures
- 5 step dimmer
- Easy twist shade
- Low heat
- Lightweight and portable
- USB cable & power adapter included
- 930 lux = 100W
- 6W energy consumption

CODE: SMARTLAMPD20  £55.20
Naturalight Portable Smart Lamp

- Portable, rechargeable up to 4 hours of light
- Daylight LEDs with 3 step dimmer
- 3 ways to power:
  - Internal rechargeable battery (included)
  - Plug-in power supply
  - USB cable (USB plug not provided)
- 9.5 inches x 1.5 inches
- 510 lux = 55w

CODE: SMARTLAMP £28.20
Minisun LED slimline table lamp

- Desk table lamp in aluminium
- Clamp for easy fitting to table, desk, shelf etc.
- High power, low wattage LED bulb for low power consumption
- Great to use where space is a premium due to small size

CODE: 15859    £36.00
Slimline LED floor lamp

- Flexible floor lamp for crafts and reading
- LED light source, 1630 Lux at 30cm (12”)
- Easily adjustable flexible arm with two unique joints for easy adjustment
- Slim head design eliminates shadows
- Solid secure base
- Height adjustable with a long reach
- Available in stylish brushed aluminium

CODE: LLED06  £96.00
The Partially Sighted Society is a charity that is funded entirely by public donations. If you would like to join us as a supporter for only £20.00 a year you can be assured your donation will be used to provide assessments, support and training for people with a visual impairment.

To make a donation add the product code: 1DON to your order or to join as a supporter call 01302 965195.

Your help will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.